
 

TriPfinder
streamlined field trip management 
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With tripfinder, you will:

• enable your district personnel to submit
real-time, electronic field trip requests
quickly and easily;

• incorporate various approval stages and
track the history of the request as it moves
toward final approval;

• send e-mail notifications to keep the right 
people informed, at the right time;

• categorize expenses to identify and avoid
cost overruns;

• Track miles to optimize fleet utilization.

end the paper chase

Transfinder answers your school district’s
needs to put an end to the paper chase and
communication slip-ups that are inherent with
a manual approach to field trip management. 

• district personnel submit electronic field
trip requests by simply entering information
into an intuitive data-entry screen with 
required fields clearly denoted.

• Administrators can oversee the educational
legitimacy of the requests and ensure 
that an appropriate budget is available to
cover the costs. 

• color-coded lists and grids make finding
and sorting field trips easy, and the entire
approval process is automated so that 
field trips requiring attention at given levels
become obvious. 

• calendars help you manage when field trips
are requested and when you can schedule
them. At a glance, you can see what is 
currently scheduled for a given day or week
and avoid any scheduling conflicts.

dynamic reporting

Using Tripfinder, district administrators 
can easily generate invoices and run their
transportation reports based on selected 
criteria. You also can add reports to the 
system to address the most common district
requests for information. 

The Field Trip Detail Report includes all of 
the information a driver needs, such as 
pick-up and drop-off times and locations,
driving directions, numbers of students
and adults, phone numbers and notes.

When the mileage, time, and expense 
information is entered into routefinder, 
the Cost Reports function breaks down 
and totals the various expenses incurred.

built-in Billing Reports summarize costs by
account code or by school, department, 
or activity, and provide you with the fiscal
analysis tools you need. 

scalable and securable

With Tripfinder, you can define requestor
and approval levels and easily add more 
district personnel as your needs change. 
You also can enable or disable features,
show or hide specific pieces of data, and
allow or disallow access to particular reports.

TRIPFINDER IS A SOLUTION SOLELY DESIGNED FOR MANAGING FIELD TRIP REQUESTS, APPROVALS, AND ALLOCATIONS. TRIPFINDER PROVIDES 

SELECTED DISTRICT PERSONNEL SECURE ACCESS TO YOUR DATA VIA YOUR INTRANET AND ENABLES THEM TO SUBMIT REQUESTS, IDENTIFY STUDENTS

FOR THE TRIPS, AND TRACK APPROVALS. 
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administrators can oversee and expedite all stages of
the field trip process—from trip submission, budgeting
to approval processes. tripfinder puts an end to the
manual approach to field trip management. 

lists and grids make finding and sorting field trips
easy, and the whole approval process is supplemented
by color-coded status levels so that field trips requiring
attention at given levels are apparent. “transfinder’s tripfinder is the only way we

schedule our resources. before we used fax

and interoffice mail where often it took

three to four days to receive a request 

and then many would be lost on the way.

there is no more paper shuffling; we now

have a streamlined operation to plan 

sufficiently for our schools’ needs.”

deborah hardy

routing superVisor

bedford central school district

mount kisco, ny


